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Digital Imaging Usesg g g

• Digital Pathology – Whole Slide Imaging
• Electron Microscopy
• CT Scanners
• Digital Photography
• Image scanningg g
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Digital Imaging Usesg g g

Today
• Illustrative
• Remote Consultation
• Quality Control
Future
• Remote Peer Review
• Image AnalysisImage Analysis
• Interpretation and Conclusion
• TrainingTraining
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Advantagesg

• Easily shared and copied
• Can be easily organized
• Image quality does not degrade over timeg y g
• Can be analyzed

– Objective quantification, measurement, automatic and 
unbiased analysis

– Reproducible from analyst to analyst
O ll t ti l f d d t• Overall potential for reduced cost
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Disadvantagesg

• No security controls to prevent modification or 
falsification

• No audit trail
• Tools and applications not designed for regulated 

use
• Open source solutions do not allow for control, 

validation and change control by regulated users
• No mechanism for backup, archival and retrieval
• Complex validation for image analysis tools
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Data Integrityg y

• 21 CFR Part 11.10 Controls for closed systems:
(a) Validation of systems to ensure accuracy, 

reliability, consistent intended performance, and 
the ability to discern invalid or altered records.
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Data Integrityg y

• “if the data are transferred to a computer, 
modified in some way and then returned to an 
identical storage device to the one they were 
recorded on (eg to an identical looking CD whichrecorded on (eg to an identical looking CD which 
is passed off as the 'original'), it might matter. It 
would matter greatly if the item described as anwould matter greatly if the item described as an 
'original' were a photograph of a defendant 
apparently involved in a criminal activity.”1 –pp y y
www.parliament.uk
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Could this really happen?y pp

• Debarment of Veterinarian for “manipulating 
computer images of cells to resemble two distinct 
images” 1 :

“1 Respondent knowingly and intentionally falsified a figure that was– “1. Respondent knowingly and intentionally falsified a figure that was 
presented in manuscripts submitted to the Journal of Experimental 
Medicine and the Journal of Virology and in several PowerPoint 
presentations that purported to represent rectal mucosal leukocytes in p p p p y
some instances and lymph nodes in other instances.” 2

– “15. Respondent knowingly and intentionally falsified a number of figures 
and made false statements in the text of NIAID, NIH, grant application 1 
R01 AI051954 01 b itt d j i tl ith ll b l b li fiR01 AI051954-01 submitted jointly with a colleague by relabeling figures 
based on research carried out with HIV-1 or HIV-2 and identifying the 
figures and text as research conducted with ovine lentivirus (OvLV).”2
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Data Integrityg y

Questions:
• Can the image be altered?
• Can the modifications be detected?
• Is the data secure when transmitted
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Data Integrityg y

Solutions:
• Store to read-only medium with no delete access
• Secure transmission

• Existing digital imagery authentication techniques are based on 
cryptographic principles and digital signatures. These schemes 
effectively protect the data from modification during transmission, y
but they offer no protection following transmission.”2

• Checksums
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Can you spot the difference?y p

8419e53217b960c63047db9f5cac941bf138eaa8175322ddeb2b35fc1e4b42f7
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Validation Challengesg

• Scope 
– Define the intended use of the system (e.g. 

consultative, illustrative, image analysis)
Limit to specified f nctionalit– Limit to specified functionality

• Define regulatory issues and mitigations
W it d i t• Write good requirements

• Test for intended use
U d i t d• Use and maintenance procedures

• Define limitations to the use of the system
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Validation Challengesg

• Comparing a digital image to the real thing?
– Hue
– Brightness
– Magnification

• Testing image analysis tools
M t– Measurement

– Complex calculations and algorithms
Controls to compare density and geometry– Controls to compare density and geometry
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Validation Challengesg

• Remote image view settings
– Security
– Screen settings
– Viewing tools (version?)
– Web conferencing tools

Network speed (bandwidth)– Network speed (bandwidth)
– Modification of file type
– CompressionCompression
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Audit Trail

The system audit trail records must contain the 
following information: 

– identity of operator entering the transaction
f– date and local time of the transaction

– old (previous) entry
new entry– new entry

– action taken (i.e., create, modify, delete)
– reason for the changereason for the change

• What if the record never changes?g
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Backup and Archivalp

• What is the electronic record?
– Digital image
– Database records (meta data)
– Overlaid images
– Processing data and reports

Audit trail– Audit trail
• Do you have the ability to archive on a per study 

basis?basis?
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Backup and Archivalp

• Special challenges:
– Storage space and retention period
– System design for archival on a per study basis
– Centralized systems
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Vendor Assessment

• Quality management program
• Documentation to support development and 

testing to a system development life cycle
• Procedures
• Testing
• Software versioning control
• Bug reporting and problem resolutiong p g p
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Vendor Assessment

• System designed for use in a regulated 
environment – How does the system address the 
following?

D t i t it d S it– Data integrity and Security
– Audit trail requirements

Backup archival and retrieval on a per study basis– Backup, archival and retrieval on a per study basis
– Electronic signature
– Centralized database structure and date/time stampCentralized database structure and date/time stamp
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Digital Imaging Summaryg g g y

• Many potential uses and advantages
• Points to consider:

– Image security / data integrity
– Audit trail
– Backup and archival

C t li d– Centralized server
– Testing challenges

Controlled viewing– Controlled viewing
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